**Scope of Study**

Indian English Literature especially Indian English Poetry absorbs the maladies of society especially those against women preventing her from self-assertion and expression. “Patriarchal society, cultural practices, social taboos, superstitious beliefs and harmful practices – these are some of the factors that deprive women from essential life indicators.”(Vigyan prasar, 2011). An exploration of self and search for identity became an utmost need of the hour and this wave of contemplation primarily sprang up from Indian Women writers, who used their written and imaginative expressions to portray the varied dimensional approach to femininity. Among them Kamala Das and Eunice De Souza are quite notable for their strong confessional voice and self-assertion. They transformed their poems to a mirror towards feminine sensibility and androcentric social maladies.

Kamala Das (1934–2009) is one of India’s finest and prominent authors who write frankly about sexual urgings and struggle for identity. She frankly and openly expresses her views and raised her voice against the differences exhibited by the Indian society towards woman. “It is with extreme sincerity that she yearns for her quest for identity. It appears in the songs of a heart that longs for sexual satisfaction in the recollections of the purity and playfulness of the childhood, in the broken womanhood, in the love of the grandmother, in the cruelty and hypocrisy of men, in the painful realization of failing youth and approaching old age and in the despair of old age itself.”(Amita Raj Gargey, 2009). The society where she was born had chains which locked her from realization of situations and exploration of self. A ‘question’ was out of question since the opponent was male superiority. Her mind was tirelessly revolting against the gender biased society and her poems emerged as her voice to vote for the same. She threw to winds, the traditional and conventional Indian social norms and morality which created great controversies.

Eunice D’Souza (1940) is a contemporary Indian English Language poet, literary critic and novelist whose poems portray the down trodden woman, highlighting the theme of female victimization. She wants Indian woman to break the shackles and reflect the courageousness and strength which will help her to take on the patriarchal male scene on her terms. “In her fiercely honest search for identity, as an autonomous person—not simply Goan, Catholic or even Woman—
Eunice has had to break the fetters of convention and tradition of the fatality of being born a woman...” (NatesaSaradalyer, 2005).

Both these vibrant and fierce Indian women poets penned down their emotions with utmost sincerity and volunteered to speak on behalf of the thousands and millions of Indian feminine voice. Their bold, frank and honest expressions with rich feminine sensibility are a topic worth studying and analyzing.
Aims and Objectives of Study

➢ To identify the ‘Feminine Sensibility Reflected in the Selected Poems of the great Indian English Women Poets-Kamala Das and Eunice De Souza.

➢ To identify the autobiographical traits of Kamala Das’ and Eunice De Souza’ feminine sensible poems.(A critical Analysis of Kamala Das’ autobiography-My Story and Personal Interview with Eunice De Souza)

➢ To identify the different strands of feminine sensibility, feminine feelings and frustration in Kamala Das’and Eunice De Souza’ selected poems are yet another objective.
To highlight the distinctive and comparative features of Kamala Das’ and Eunice De Souza’s feminine sensible poems and the emergence of these great poets as feminine sensible poetic figures.